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"PoP"
+
T ,t a time o[ uncerrainry ancl hcsitrrtion, but also a time of

I decision. It's about Pop, as the world knows him. After his
I wife died four years ago, Pop, age eighty-three, went to live

with the Arldersons-Pop's daughter Lisa; her husband Joe; their
seventeen-year-old daughter, Melissa; and their eleven-year-old
son, Jason. Pop's been well: healthy, alert, independent, and even
spunky in his sense of humor. Three weeks ago, however, he fell
and broke his hip. Though Popt surgery went well, his recovery
is not following suit; he has had kidney failure, a collapsed lung,
and signs ofdepression rhat are out ofcharacter and very hard for
his family to face.

The hospital staff recommends a nursing home, but pop

never liked such places. The Andersons are wrestling with the
idea of taking care of Pop at home. Maybe they could make the
necessary ad.justments in their lives. Should they? Doesn't love
mean sacrifice? Or are their hearts getting in the way of logic?
Could they really provide the best care for Pop? Ail this is hard
on Melissa, Pop's favorite. Her parenrs have brought her into the
decision-making process. Shet glad of that, but like them, shet
confused.

From the Catecbism: Paragraphs 1778,
1783,1785
Chapter I says that Christian moraliry is all about our effort to
respond to the gift of God's love. \We musr rry to love as God
loves us. Chapter 2 suggests that the Christian moral life is also a
life of active participation in the reign of God. \fe must respond
to the opportunities that are at hand for us to help inch forward
Godt reign of justice, love, and peace.

This present chapter takes up one simple but imporranr ques-
tion: how? How can we know what "responding to Godt love"
would look like in specific siruations? $/hat is the genuinely
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lovir-rg thing to do, for example, in the story about Pop? How do

we figure out the way to contribute to the reign of God in situa-

tions that seem to ooze with ambiguiry? In other words, even if
we are deeply appreciative of the gift of God's love and are driv-
en by a desire to respond to that love in our daily lives, "how"

may not always be obvious. Even if we believe deeply that God is

fashioning a reign of justice, love, and peace, and that we must

contribute to that reign, it may be far from clear just how we

might do so in our daily lives as parents, spouses, attorneys, nurs-

es, friends, citizens, and the like. Life is complicated.

Enter Catholic traditiont emphasis on conscience. Catholicism

suggests that in and through the processes of conscience, all

human persons try to figure out how to be good persons and how

to do the right things. In and through conscience, we who are fol-
lowers of Christ attempt to discern how we might respond to

Godt love and take part in Godt reign in our daily lives. To be

sure, to speak of conscience is not to speak of simple answers.

There is no simple recipe for making good moral choices as

Christians. But there is a way, a way that calls us to discern what

we should do and who we might be when we are faced with dif-
ficult moral choices. That way, Catholic moral tradition suggests,

is the way of conscience.

The CCC's treatment of conscience, though not long, is

important. The CCC acknowledges that we must follow our
judgments of conscience and that we are responsible to inform
our consciences as fully and authentically as possible. For, as we

shall see, conscience has both a personal and a communal

dimension.

Drawing on the CCC and also on the insights of a number of
contemporary Catholic theologians who have written about

three interrelated aspects of conscience (see the suggestions for
further reading at the end of the chapter), let us reflect on con-

science as a capaciry a process, and a judgment.

I Conscience as Capacity for
Goodness .rnd Rightness

The word conscience means more than one thing. Over the cen-
turies, Catholic philosophers and theologians have emphasized
that one of the most important things the word conscience refers
to is not something we do, but more deeply, something we are.
tWe are crearures who have a capacity for goodness and rightness.
\7e are capable of being good and of doing what is right.
Connecting to what we have said about how we are created, we
are fashioned in the image of God, we participate in the light of
the Spirit of God. Through the use of our reason we are able to
discover the proper order ofthe universe, and through the use of
our free will we are free to make choices to live in accord with
that order (see #1705).

These ideas reflect what might be called "Catholic opti-
mism." They contrast with cerrain pessimistic philosophies of the
early Church, views that suggested human beings were so riddled
with darkness and evil that they were largely incapable of good-
ness. Catholicism's theology of creation suggesrs that despite sin,
we remain created in the image and likeness of God. In conrrast
with the ideas of some of the reformers in the sixteenth cenru-
ry-most notably John Calvin and to a lesser exrent, Martin
Luther-Catholicism has insisted that human narure is funda-
mentally good. 'We 

are capable of goodness and rightness. And in
contrast with certain conremporary philosophers and social sci-
entists' belief that we are determined by our genetic endowmenrs,
family backgrounds, and our surrounding societies and culrures,
Catholic tradition emphasizes that despite these powerful factors,
we remain significantly free so that we can direct our lives to
what is truly good (see #1704).

These are bold and confident Catholic convictions. They are
an essential part of what our tradition means by saying that the
most fundamental aspect of conscience is our capacity for being
good and doing what is right. This drive for goodness and right-
ness is essential to what ir means to be fully human. In fact, in
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those rare instances when it seems that this drive is lacking, when

others seem to have no regard at all for goodness and rightness

(or for the way their lives are affecting others), we often say that
there is something "inhuman" about these persons. One clinical

word for this rype of person is sociopath; such people are danger-

ous to themselves and to others. The point seems simple, but it
is of fundamental importance. \7e are capable of goodness and

rightness. [f one does not believe this, conversation about what
conscience entails need not go further.

Two other points need to be made concerning "conscience as

capaciry." The first is that this capaciry is developmental in
nature. Our capaciry for goodness and rightness is not given to

us as a complete package when we are born. Rather, as a kind of
moral muscle, our conscience awaits exercise and development.

\7e are capable of developing ourselves as good persons, but that

development is a lifelong project-arguably the most important
one we ever undertake.

Obviously, then, we might expect that the capacity for good-

ness and rightness in the eighteen-year-old is more fully devel-

oped than in the eight-year-old. And, hopefully, the conscience

of the sixry-eight-year-old-tested by the experience of moral

success and moral failure-is marked by a higher degree of matu-

rity and wisdom than that of the eight-year-old or even the eight-

een-year-old.

AII this should make it clear that the "conscience as capacity"

of each oFus is unique. tVe each have our own moral histories and

experiences that have contributed to who ws x1s-f61 good or for

ill-and that influence how we face the moral questions in front

of us at any given time. \7e each have our own moral character:

our own configuration of convictions, attitudes, virtues, and vices

that we draw on as we make our way through todays dilemmas.

And we each find ourselves in a nenvork of family relations,

friendships, educational and work environments, and social,

political, cultural, and religious communities that have made

important contributions-again, for good or for ill-to the way

we size up the moral situations in which we find ourselves. This is

n()r to say that these factors determirre who we are and what we
will tlo. But it does dramatize that alrhough "conscience as capac-
ity" has a personal and unique dimension ro it, it has a social and
. orrrmunal dimension as well.

A final point to make concerning "conscience as capaciry" is
,r spccifically spiritual one. In faith we are invited to believe that
wc nor only have something to draw on in our moral struggles
(orrr own moral muscle), but we have someone to draw on as

wcll: the divine Spirit of God.
As emphasized in chapter 1, the Christian life is "life in the

Spirit." All human persons, we believe, have been created in the
irrrlgc of God and have Godt Spirit living within them. In
( )rtholic tradition, this is the source of human digniry the "place"

whcrc reverence for life begins. Hopefully, Christian people have
rrr,rtlc this conviction about Godt Spirit front and center in their
livt's. We are invited to believe rhat the Spirit of God, the Spirit of
ft'srrs Ohrisr, abides in us in a way that both charges and enables

rrs to be good and to do what is right. As it should be, this is a

lx,wcrfiul source of support and hope for many Christian people.
'l'lris does nor mean that as they try to figure outwhat to do in
t'grrrd to Pop, the Andersons dont need to get in touch with their
lrt'st and deepest moral virtues and insights. Indeed, they do. But
it rrrcans that they have a source of courage and wisdom that is

l;lrgcr than their own. sfhen God sent Moses to Pharaoh to lead

tlrt' people out of Egypt, he assured him, "I will be with you." This
,rhidir-rg presence of Godt Spirit in our lives does not make the
( llrristian moral life easy, but it makes it possible.

{ Corrr"ience as Process: The Homework
of Moral Decision Making
'l'hc first aspecr of conscience, "conscience as capaciry" is what
wc bring with us into every moral situation. It is the accumula-
ti,rn of experience and wisdom rhat serves as the backdrop for all
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of our rnoral decisions. Once we come upon a situation that calls

for a moral judgment about what is the right thing to do-such
as the Andersons' 5i1ux1is6-1he second aspect of conscience

moves to center stage: conscience as process. Put very simply, this

second aspect of conscience is what we do to prepare to make a

good moral judgment. (As we will see, the judgment itself about

what we must do is the third aspect of conscience.) This second

aspect of conscience might be called "active conscience" for,

indeed, here we must get busy; we must do our "homework" so

that in the end the judgment we make will be the fruit of our best

moral reflection.

Just what are some of the things we might do in the "process

of conscience"? (Before reading any further, perhaps it would be

helpful to answer this question for yourself. \7hen you have been

faced with an important moral judgment and decision, what are

some of the things you have done that have helped you?) The

CCC suggests that in concrete situations, as we try to determine

Godt will for us, we do well to seek the help of trusted others, of
competent people, for, indeed, the voice of the Spirit of God is

often at work in and through those around us (see #1787, 178B).

This is very wise. 'We must try to discern what God wants us

to do by interpreting the data of experience, the signs of the

times, the advice of competent people, and the help of the Holy
Spirit. In an effort to make these suggestions even more specific,

here is my own proposal for things that might be good to do in

virtually all situations:

l. Identify the moraljudgment to be made.

2. Gather relevant information.

3. Seek counsel.

4. Evaluate alternatives.

5. Reflect and pray.

A briefreflection on each ofthese interrelated and often overlap-

ping tasks seems in order.

lrlenttfit the moral choice to be mtrlc. l'crhtPs ir .scems too obvious
t. be necessary, but the rruth is that s.r.rc ,roral judgments are
rrot made well because a clear focus concerning the moral judg-
nrcnt is lacking from the ourser. Put difFerently, all moral judg_
rnents involve a question, and the way the question is framed
nray set the stage for making a judgment very well or very poor_
ly. For example, if the Andersons are wrestling with the quesrion
"llow can we best love Pop in this situation?" rheir struggle may
tlisplay the consrancy of their love for pop, but the question itself
nray not really be helpful. It may be so general that they will have
rr lrard time answering ir, or it may prejudice them in the direc_
tion ofrearranging their lives so that they can take care ofpop ar
Irome, presuming that doing so would be the most loving thing
ro do. Maybe.

A different question is "How can we see to it that pop gets the
bc.st care possible at this time in his life?" The focus of this ques-
ti.. seems more on Pop and less on theAndersons. It seems to
lrc r more open question than the previous one, one that moves
thon to seek out what really is in popt best interest in a more
t'vcn-handed way. The point is that the way we identify the moral
r h<lice to be made is important. It gets rhe process of moral inves-
tigetion going-hopefully, in a clear and unbiased way.

()ttlter releuant information. A large part of good morar decision
rrrrrl<ing involves gathering good and relevant information.
I )cpending on rhe narure of the moral situation, the types of
irr(irrmation needed may vary greatly. The Andersons will need
irrf ormarion from a variery of medical professionals. They need
to rrndersrand the precise kind of care pop is likely to need, what
kirrcl of expertise is required to provide it, how long it will have
to be provided, and so on. No doubt they will also need infor-
rrr:rtion from nursing homes and insurance agencies about the
slrorr-rerm and long-term cosrs that will be involved. And, of
(()r.l.se' there is Pop himself. centrally important information
includes his own wishes, including his present capaciry for com_
rrrrr,icating with them. So there are a lor of things to find out in
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a relatively short period of time. In other siruations' other tyPes

of information will be needed, but in all cases, good decisions

must be based on good information'

Seek counsel.As we have seen, the CCC suggests that as we try to

discern the right thing to do, as we seek to d-iscern Godt will for

us, we do well to ,eek a.rd interpret "the advice of competent peo-

ple" (#1788). Obviously this overlaps with tlre previous point; we

-trr, g",h., our information from comPetent people' But I pro-

por. ,L... other ways in which seeking coun sel is important'

First, it is often wise to consult with others who have faced

similar moral judgments. Even with all the ttrings that are unique

about the Andersons and their situation, they are not the first

family to struggle over how to provide quality care for an elderly

loved one. There may b. , *t"lth of experience and wisdom that

the Andersons would do well to take advancage of'

Second, when we face a difficult moral decision we are also

wise to consult with someone whb knows us well' It often makes

great sense to talk with someone who knows a bit about our

Lorrl ,t..ngths and weaknesses, someone qzho might help us get

in touch with our strongest virtues and our deepest wisdom'

someone who might help us avoid the "shadow side" of our per-

sonaliry and character. t., diffic,,lt moral siruations' such trusted

others can be invaluable sources of help' $gch persons are noth-

ing less than gifts of God.

And a thiid aspect of "seeking counsel" in the Catholic tradi-

tion that deserves a special word concerns the place of official

Catholic teachings. A, *. will see in chapters 5' 6' a.nd7-rhe

chapters on Catholic medical, sexual, and social teachings-the

Catholic Church has developed a body ef teachings on specific

moral issues that can be a special source of, wisdom to Catholics

(and others) as they try to discern the right thing to do in a given

sitr.ration. Some of those teachings are general (our call to resPect

liti', firr example); others are specific (direct or active euthanasia

is rrlw:rys obiectively wrong' for example)' As the CCC teaches' it

i., t'xpt't tt'tl that as Catholics, we allow ourselves to be guided by

rlr, r,.r, ltirtlls o{-the Church on moral questions (see #1785) as

wc rry to discern the right thing to do. 'l'hc Church does not
rrr;rl<c moral judgments and decisio,s firr u.s. If that were the case,
tlrcn conscience would simply be a matter of finding out what
tlr.' r,oral law or rule is and then being obedient to it. But that is
n,rl whar conscience is about, nor is it what catholic teaching is
lor. l{ather, its purpose is to assist us, to guide us as we rry ro
irlcnti$, our own moral obligations here and now.

ltt,tluate abernatiues. As the process of conscience and moral
rlt'r'ision making proceeds, it often happens-especially if we
lrrrvc .cquired good information and received wise counser-that
,r rrrrrnber of alternatives emerge. This isnt always the case, how_
cvcr; sometimes the alternatives have an either-or qualiry about
tlrcrn. For example, after a Iong process of discernmenr, a woman
irr rr' abusive marital relationship may be faced, in the end, with
tlrc tlccision of whether or not to seek a separation from her
\l)()use. Sometimes moral judgmenrs are that stark-but not
,rlwrrys. Often it is rhe case, after information has been obtained
,rntl counsel has been soughr, that what appeared to be an
cithcr/or situation rurns out to be one with a much wider spec-
tltrrrr oFalternatives. The Andersons, for example, might find out
rlr:u rwo of the options they had nor considered involve pop

llrirrg to a nursing home for a few weeks for rehabilitation and
tlrcn coming to their home afterwards, or pop coming to their
lrornc right away, but with nursing assistance ar home, some of
wlrich might be covered by Popt insurance plan. As the alterna-
tivt's cxpand, there is often an opportunity ro turn what appeared
to bc an either/or, win/lose situation into one marked by a

l1r'('rltcr degree of win/win. People of experienced moral wisdom
,r't' .ften able to recognize alternatives that were not clear at the
rtrrrt. -fhey 

are people with good imaginations.

li,'fhtt andpray. The section on conscience in the CCCbegins with
tlris cluote from one of the Second Vatican Council documents:

Deep within his conscience man discovers a law
which he has not laid upon himself but which he

l(r r ltr trtt,rtt Alt,rrlity: lt the Breath of God
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nrr-rst obey. lts voice, ever calling him to love and to

do what is good and to avoid evil, sounds in his

heart at the right moment. . . . For man has in his

heart a law inscribed by Cod. . . . His conscience is

man's most secret core and his sanctuary. There he

is alone with Cod whose voice echoes in his

depths.
(Caudium et SPes, #16)

'What a wonderful image! Our conscience is our secret core

and sanctuary. It is that "holy place" within us where the voice

and Spirit of God are to be found. And it is the "place" within us

where our most important and best moral judgments and deci-

sions are made. If, as we have said, the Christian moral life is life

in the Spirit, then it should be obvious that when we are faced

with a difficult moral decision, we do ourselves a favor to get in

touch with the abiding Presence of the Spirit of God within us.

Ve should pray. To be clear, the Spirit of God does not make

decisions for us. But if our hearts are oPen' the Spirit of God is

capable of enlightening and empowering us. The Spirit can

enlighten us so that we might see ourselves with clariry and wis-

dom. And, just as important, the Spirit can emPower us so that

we might act courageously on what we have come to recognize as

our moral obligation. Those who strive for moral wisdom do weil

to visit the sanctuary often.

Conscience as Judgment:
Thking Responsibility

The third aspect of conscience is what emerges from the Process

of conscience we have just described, namely, the concrete moral

judgment about what one must do in a given situation. Indeed,

it is a centuries-old Catholic conviction that we must act irr

accord with our conscience, with what we have judged to be our

concrete moral obligation. Three reflections on this Catholic

conviction are important.

First, this teaching about conscicrrc:c is rcally rr call for a high
.legree of maturity and responsibiliry.'l'hc nroral life, the CCC
suggests, entails far more than paying atrenrion to rhe rules and
rcgulation of the Church or sociery and being obedient to them
in some mechanical manner. Moral maturiry means taking
rcsponsibiliry for onet actions, for one's life. Our acrions are
t'xpressions of who we are; they say something about the qualiry
ol-our character. And ar the same time, they are formative of the

l)crsons we are becoming. That is, they have a kind of
''boomerang effect" in that they come back to us, influencing our
.lreracter, for good or ill. This is what the CCC means by saying
t hat freedom of conscience is important so that personally we can
rrrrrl<e moral decisions. Yes, it is good news: we must en.ioy free-
tkrrn of conscience so that we can live our own lives. And yes, it
is challenging good news: freedom of conscience is a clarion call
lirr responsibility and moral maturity.

Second, Catholic teaching about conscience-specifically
.rlrour freedom of conscience-presumes that responsible and
nrilture persons are attentive to both the personal and the com-
rrrrrnal aspecrs of the moral life. So rhe CCC srresses that as per-
s()ns we must enjoy freedom of conscience so that our actions can
trrrly be our own. At the same rime, the CCC srresses that per-
r.,ns with a responsible and mature conscience will pay careful
.rttcntion to the guidance and wisdom of the communities of
wlrich they are a parr. \7e must be free to act in accord with our
t onscience, and at the same rime, we must see to it that our con-
sc icnce has been enlightened by the wisdom of others. Freedom
,rf conscience is an invitation to be ourselves, while the dury to
lirrn our conscience is an invitation to recognize that we are not
isolated from others. \7e are parts of communities, and we are
lt'sponsible for the ways our actions either help or hinder what is

g.,od for others. To be a person is to be connected with others.
'l'hcre 

are few things that are more central to Catholic thinking
t lr:rn that conviction.

'fhird, if it is true that our conscience is sacred, that respect for
lic'cdom of conscience is an imporrar.rt part of respect for human
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digniry it is irlso true that conscience is frail. 'We can make mis-

takes; we can miss the mark. In other words, to say that we must

act in accord with our judgments of conscience is not to say that

our judgments will always be right. Our conscience may be misin-

formed; we may have "moral blind spots" that can result in our

actions causing significant harm to ourselves and others. Some of
these blind spots may be peculiar to ourselves, such as my own Par-

ticular stubbornness or closed-mindedness on an issue that keeps

me from seeing things as they really are. Some blind spots may be

shared with others; they may be part of oneb culture. One might

think of racism or sexism here. Such prejudicial thought patterns

and attitudes can prevent us from seeing our relationships with

others as they truly are. They can result in actions and structures of
injustice and oppression that have devastating effects on others,

even if they do not arise from hearts that are malicious and evil.

Sometimes ignorance is all that is needed for bad things to happen.

The CCC discusses all of this in several paragraphs that have

the subtitle "Erroneous Judgment" (see #1790-1794). Sometimes

onet erroneous judgment may "be imputed to personal responsi-

bLlity' (#1791); we may be culpable precisely because we expend-

ed little or no effort to form our conscience thoroughly. At other

times, our errors of judgment do not indicate moral irresponsibil-

iry or sinfulness, because we did the best we could to form our

conscience, even though we ended up doing something that was

objectively wrong (see #1793).It is wise to refrain from trying to

pinpoint the degree of moral culpability of others; such judg-

ments are best left to one far wiser-and far more compassion-

x1s-1hxn we are.

This concluding point about the frailry of conscience need

not lead us to revise what we have said about the sanctity of con-

science. But if it leaves us with a certain degree of humility in

regard to our moral judgments and convictions, if it leaves us

with the conclusion that our conscience should not only be

respected, but monitored, it will be a point worth remembering'

\t A9 )/

Fon-R.prrrcTion
l. What does the word conscience nTean to you? .Mhat images

( ()nrc ro mind when you hear the word?

.1. What reflections, questions, or commenrs do you have about
rlris chaptert discussion of "Catholic optimism,,? Do you share
rr ? Iixplain.

t. 'l'hink of someone you admire-especially someone you
,rrlrrrire as a good moral perso.. Thy to describe that persont
( irl):rciry for goodness and rightness. \7hat are some of rhe things
tlrrrr scem to have helped this person develop such a fi.r..rpr.f_
ry firr goodness and rightness?

/i. ILecall an important moral decision you have faced..Vhat are
sonrc of the things you found yourself doing as you prepared to
rrrrrl<c a good moral judgment? \(4rat was helpful? \flhat wasnt so
lrclpful? How does your experience compare to what was pro_
;,,rscd in the chaptert discussion of the second aspect of lo.-
st iclrce: "conscience as process"?

5. 'l'he chapter suggesrs that we musr be free to act in accord
with our conscience. It also emphasizes that this requires a high
rk'gl'cc of responsibility and maturiry. Drawing o, you. o..in
t'xPcrience, is "freedom of conscience" important to you? \Mhy or
rvhy r.rot? \X/hat do the phrases "moral responsibility, and ..moral

nrrl(urity'' mean to you?
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